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Vicon Optimizes Outdoor Mo-
tion Capture & Launches New 

Camera

Vicon, developer of Academy Award®-winning 
motion capture systems announced, all new T-Se-
ries cameras are fully optimized for outdoor mo-
tion capture (mocap). The new capabilities allow 
highly accurate motion capture to be achieved out-
doors without interference from natural elements 
and lighting. Customers with an existing T-Series 
system can also have their cameras upgraded for 
outdoor capture.

In addition, Vicon is also launching the new T-Se-
ries S Edition motion capture cameras - the T40S, 
T20S and the T10S. The new S Edition builds on 
the speed and flexibility of the existing T-Series 
cameras, and boasts the fastest full frame 1 mega-
pixel mocap camera in the world.

Prime Focus to open 
state-of-the-art New York facility

Prime Focus, has announced plans to create a cut-
ting edge, new visual effects and post production facil-
ity in the West Village, New York City. The opening of 
the 13,300 sq ft studio at 345 Hudson Street, slated 
for early summer 2011, marks a major expansion of 
Prime Focus’ presence on the East Coast, and signals 
a renewed focus on the New York advertising, broad-
cast, content services and feature film markets. 

In addition to the centrepiece of the new facility - a 
stereo 3D enabled DI theatre, the new studio will of-
fer a 5.1 mixing theater, a full complement of offline 
and online editing suites, 2D VFX suites and 3D VFX 
seats. The Hudson Street facility will also give clients 
an access to View-D™, Prime Focus’ market-leading 
proprietary 3D conversion process, which has been 
used on a number of major Hollywood titles.
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3ds Max 2011 - One Project from Start to Finish - This book is the 
most comprehensive guide to completing a 3D visualization project ever 
produced, and we have commissioned one of the best, and most re-
spected 3D visualization firms in the world, Cat-a-pult, to help write this 
one of a kind book. The intent of the book is to show in great detail, each 
step of the visualization process, as applied to one very unique visualiza-
tion project and every facet of the design and creation process will be 
illustrated.

Creating Realistic Portraits in Maya  - In this DVD, Instructor Tony 
Reynolds takes you through the process of creating and rendering out a 
portrait using Mental Ray in Maya 2011. Tony starts off by taking a pre-
viously sculpted head from ZBrush and shows you how to prepare and 
export the model for Maya. From there he goes into great detail on all the 
Maya setup and settings, lighting with Mental Ray, simple and advanced 
skin shader setup, skin textures, rendering eyes, rendering teeth, render-
ing a tongue, creating hair for the face and head, using render layers, and 
compositing the render layers in Photoshop. 

http://www.3dats.com/one_project/
http://www.cgarena.com/store/zbrush4


http://bit.ly/hZ6Zx0


Hi folks. I am graduated in Graphic Design, but even before starting the college, I was already directing my 
studies for humor illustrations, especially to caricatures. During college that direction didn’t change and I 
continued to focus on humorous illustrations more than the graphic design itself. Thanks to that focus, my 
career naturally headed for the illustrations field. Gradually my personal work started to have an identity and 
began to gain some projection as it was turning into professional work. 

Q.  What’s the reason or what motivates you to choose this industry?

I grew up in Ilheus, a small city in the Brazilian coast, about 400km from Salvador. During my childhood I used 
to do lots of things like play football, fishing, raising fishes and crabs and also loved to draw. When I was 14, I 
discovered the caricatures world though the work of a caricaturist named Ique, who used to have his work pub-
lished in Veja, 
which is the 
major circula-
tion magazine 
in Brazil. I got 
really delighted 
for caricatures 
and from there I 
started to draw 
every day. I 
started by copy-
ing Ique’s car-
toons and grad-
ually got to know 
other references 
and developed 
my own style. 
When I started 
studying Graph-
ic Design, I still 
had no idea that 
one day I would 
live as a Profes-
sional illustrator. I have drawn just because I liked too. Curiously, 10 years after my first contact with the 
Iques caricatures in Veja magazine, I was invited by the same magazine to publish my work there. 

Tiago Hoisel

Q.  Hello Tiago, could you tell us a bit about yourself 
and your background in this CG world?

New artists are too 
worried in learning 
the tools & end up 
leaving out what is 

really important
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Q.  What’s your current job or you are working as a freelancer?

Presently I run an illustration studio in Sao Paulo called Techno Image. I have been working with some very 
talented artists renowned in the world of CG as Pedro Conti, Lucas Leibholz and Diego Maia in our studio. It 
has been very good to spend my work time among them, I have learned so much. Whoever wants to know 
a bit more of our work just visit our website at www.technoimage.com.br

Q.  Do you create any rough sketches on paper before you start creating the digital illustration and 
how long on average would you spend on an image?

I have always been fascinated by the realism and the volumetric in paintings. Since I started drawing, the 
focus in my studies has understood the behavior of light and of the different materials. In the beginning, my 
work was made only in graphite and I limited it as a try to reproduce the volumes of grayscale photography. I 
spent about four years working that way, until I found that my perception was good enough to start working with 
the colors. At that time I did my first experiments with pastels, color pencils and watercolors. Still in the very 
beginning of my studies with those techniques, I discovered Photoshop. I ended up devoting exclusively to it 
because in addition of conventional materials being expensive, with Photoshop I could use the drawing and 
shading that had developed with graphite and just work up the colors. Gradually I was simplifying the pen-
cil base and increasingly 
working in Photoshop, 
until I did my first work en-
tirely in Photoshop. The 
moment I bought my first 
tablet was when I com-
pletely ended up my mi-
gration to Photoshop and 
still keep doing the work 
entirely on the computer, 
from the roughs to com-
pletion.

It is hard to specify how 
long it takes to complete a 
job. That depends largely 
on the complexity of the 
illustration and the finish-
ing degree. As an aver-
age time, I ask for two to 
three weeks to illustra-
tions as the “Big Bad Wolf”,”Teenboy” or “Lunch Time“. 
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Q.  When you received a commissioned work then which type of project details/instructions you 
generally receive from the client?

That is quite relative. There is not a standard for the briefings I receive. I totally depend on the client and 
on each work. Usually, I am contacted by the art directors who are interested in the style I already develop, 
and so I often have a relative freedom to develop the illustrations. Sometimes the work comes closed, with 
a defined idea, style, design and finishing, all well explained and with an illustrated layout. Sometimes the 
layout is so good that we don’t know what to do to overcome. There are also cases in which the idea is not 
100% set. The art director calls us or sends us an email explaining what his thinking about and we are free 
to participate even in creation.

Q.  Can you share how to calculate the quote for the commissioned work, which things need to be 
remember so don’t give the shock to the client. 

One of the bases for calculating our budget is for a set amount per hour worked. I think that’s a very simple 
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method, as if each hour costs X and Y will take the illustration hours, the work will cost $ X * Y. 

Although we have that base, that number ends up being just a reference, which can vary greatly depending 
on how much of our work will have exposure and the potential it will have to bring benefits to the customer 
who hired us.

Therefore, for every job we need to consider factors such as usage media in which the work will be trans-
mitted (Internet, tv, magazines  ...), period (6 months, 2 years ...) and territory (London, Brazil, Europe...). 
Depending on these factors the same job can cost much less or much more than the value obtained on the 
per hour basis multiplication.

Other factor to consider is the term we have to prepare for the job. Normally, when the client is very inter-
ested in working with us, but do not have much budget available, we try to negotiate an extra time, so that 
we can prepare his pieces in parallel with other jobs that will cover our costs. This sort of thing often happen 
on jobs ordered for personal portfolio in which it will be the agency or art director who is going too paid for 
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the job.

Q.  How difficult is to paint the caricature and which things need to consider while painting?

Particularly I think the work with caricatures is quite hard. I know many great illustrators and cartoonists 
who say they can’t get it. In caricatures, subtle 
details make all the difference, both for good 
and for a poor result. 

It’s hard to say what should be considered in 
a caricature. There are many different styles, 
from minimalistic to the hyper-realistic. I can 
speak more properly within my style, which is 
more to the realistic.

I have never studied techniques in books or 
thing sort, so I will speak based on my own 
experience.

I consider caricatures as a game of propor-
tions and try and do them as if they were a 
tri-dimensional object. 

I once saw an artist describing the process 
exactly like it is in my thought. He said carica-
tures are like air balloons. If you press down, it 
grows up. You change the shape, but keeping 
the volume. 

In addition, I think we have many things to 
consider such as if the eyes are closer or dis-
tant, if her nose is big or small, and many oth-
er factors. But as I said, this set of proportions 
all relates. I can make a big nose by increas-
ing it in relation to everything; however I can 
simply shrink the eyes and have a very similar 
feeling. 

The fact is that I do not have a rigid method, and the first drawing will not always become a good caricature. 
It’s important to do a good job while searching for referrals. Often faces are very good to caricature in a par-
ticular angle but not in other... In this Rodrigo Minotauro caricature, for example, I ended up using a photo 
of his twin brother, they also fighter Rogério Minotauro, as the main reference of position and light. I wanted 
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to make this work a more improved finishing and found that reference was a very good image. Obviously, I 
used many more Minotauro picture for the physiognomy.

Q.  Your paintings are very humoristic appealing and portray your sense of humor, so to create the 
good illustration is this necessary to have good sense of humor?

Yes. I like to bring a little humor to my work. I think this is something that I naturally bring because have 
a connection and a taste for it. I al-
ways liked the realism and humor, and 
cartoons can born from a good com-
bination of these elements. I also try 
to bring this mixture in my cartoons. 
For a good illustration each artist must 
respect their interests and put some-
thing really personal in their work. My 
work has to convey something of mine 
that people can understand.

Q.  Can you share some tips of paint-
ing with our readers and what’s the 
common mistake you mostly notice 
in newbie artworks?

The most common mistake I see in 
the new artists, mainly in digital artists, 
is that they are too worried in learning 
the tools and end up leaving out what 
is really important: To develop their ar-
tistic perception. That’s what gives us 
support to make good use of the tech-
niques and tools we learn and that’s 
what really differentiates us from each 
other.

We must also evaluate our motiva-
tions. Many begin studying simply by 
aiming recognition and fame when 
it should just be a consequence for 
those seeking knowledge and person-
al development.

Interview with
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Q.  Which you favorite work till now and can you share more inside details of the project?

It is difficult to define one single favorite work. Every job has 
its particularity that makes it interesting for some reason. 
However, in the second half of the last year did a job that I 
like very much. This illustration joined the work of 50 other 
artists to compose a book that was a tribute to the greatest 
Brazilian cartoonist, Mauricio de Souza. The book is called 
MSP +50 and I made a cartoon with a version of one of his 
characters, Chico Bento. This was a special job for me, 
because besides having enjoyed the result of my cartoon, 
it gave me the opportunity to meet Mauricio, an idol for me. 

It was quite a difficult job in an aspect, while easy because 
of the motivation I had to do it. The difficulty came in two 
stages, first to define an idea, and second to define the 
trace of what I’d do. At first I thought to keep the original 
Mauricio trace and work only with a differentiated painting, 
bringing volume to his character, that usually have a flat 
finishing, with no light definition. Finally, I decided to create 
my own design, respecting the some key features from the 
character such as clothes and big front teeth, to keep the 
identification. 

In this work I first used a different Photoshop resource to 
create a more realistic sensation of depth, the lens blur fil-
ter. For that, I painted the separate elements in layers and 

then created an alpha channel with the depth 
information of the scene for the filter, as done 
in a 3D rendering DOF pass. Attached, my 
Chico Bento (Chuck Billy, in english?) cartoon, 
the original references and alpha used as the 
depth of field information to the lens blur effect).

Q.  What other interests do you have that 
help influence your work and keep you mo-
tivated? How is the CG Market in Brazil?

I have a great interest for cinema especially for 
animations. Every time I see a good movie it 
motivates me to paint. Many times I leave the 
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cinema eager to get home and draw.

Brazil has a good market for CG within the area of advertising for some time. Fortunately I have realized that 
this market has grown and expanded into the areas of film, and games.

We have grown in demand and hand labor supply. With the expansion of the Internet market, territorial bar-
riers have fallen and now we have many artists working on different parts of the world. Many moved to other 
countries and many offer their hand labor from here.

Q.  Which hardware and software you use for your painting?

I work on Photoshop CS3 with a large size Intuos 3 tablet. I am kind of ignorant in the field of computing, and 
have to admit I do not know the exact configurations of my computer at work. I know it is a PC with Windows 
XP 64, with 6 gigs of ram. At home working on an iMac.
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Q.  Any tips for the upcoming artists which like to start career as illustrator!

I always say that someone who wants to start a career has to respect their personal interests and that’s not 
different for illustrators. I say that because it takes great dedication to be a good artist, and if you don’t like 
or are not comfortable with what you are doing, you will not be able to devote yourself enough and will end 
up giving away.

Q.  Anything you like to add? It is your chance now to state your opinion about anything?

First of all, I would like to thank CGAre-
na for the opportunity and congratulate 
all of the responsible for this space 
from developers and administrators 
up to the artists who attend the forums 
and expose their work.

I also would like to use this opportunity 
to bring a reflection on a modern phe-
nomenon I have noticed lately. With 
the ease and speed of communication 
today, mainly because of the Internet, 
I see an emerging generation of young 
masters and young idols that are often 
not such in fact or at least are not pre-
pared to be.

It is worth to think about these events 
because in addition to affect the young people who suffer from poor administration of early fame and rec-
ognition, this fact hampers a  new generation that inspires these young idols and end up off the goal, that 
is learn, binding only on the consequence, the recognition. This is something I’ve noticed on some people 
close to me and in some forums within and outside Brazil.

It is worth to remind that many of the great geniuses of painting and general arts were recognized as such 
only years after their deaths. I’d like to reinforce that the most important thing for us is we put in place to 
learn and get it before anything else.

Web: http://technoimage.com.br
Blog:  http://tiagohoisel.blogspot.com
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In this walkthrough, I would like to share with you my process for creating my original character portrait, 
“Forever”. I’m using Photoshop CS4, but the methods used here can be adapted to other painting programs 
as well. I hope that you may find it useful! 

I always begin my artworks with a sketch- be it digital or 
traditional media. In this case, I start by opening a scan of 
a sketch I drew of a character in my sketchbook into Pho-
toshop. I also create a new document with the dimensions 
set that I would like for my final, completed image to have. In 
this case, the dimensions are set somewhere around 3400 
x 5900 at 300dpi. I duplicate my sketch layer to my newly 
created canvas. The sketch now is quite small compared to 

the canvas area, so I use CTRL+T 
or Edit > Free Transform to resize 
the sketch to fill up the canvas. I 
duplicate the sketch layer and set 
its layer mode to Multiply. 

Now that I have my sketch layer 
set up, I move on to painting in 
grayscale. To do this, I make a 
new, normal layer underneath the 
Multiplied sketch. I pick an almost 
black, a medium gray, and a light 
gray as my basic tones to work 
with. I always start painting with 
the mid-tones first, so I use the me-
dium gray and fill the entire canvas 
with it as my base. 

I’ve chosen a simple, overhead 
light source, so working with shad-
ows next, I paint them in accordingly with a hard round brush. The sides of the 
face, under the eyes, the nose, the lips- this is where the majority of the shadows 
are. It sometimes helps to set up a similar light source near a mirror and notice 
where the highlights and shadows fall on your own face. At this stage, I’m not very 
particular about my brush strokes, only the form, so no worries if it looks messy. 
After painting in the basic shadows, I use the light gray to block in some highlights, 
especially on the forehead, cheeks, nose, and chin where the light would be most 
concentrated.
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by Sara Biddle, USA

Since the basic form is taking shape, I make a new layer on top of the Multiply sketch layer and leave its 
blending mode as normal. I take some time here to detail the form a little more 
before moving on to coloring by adding some wrinkles around the eyes, be-
tween the eyebrows, adding the neck and chest, etc.

Now that the basis for the character is completed, it’s time to move on to the 
coloring part. I merge all of the layers together, and create a new layer on 
top and set its blending mode to Color. I pick out some simple flesh tones for 
the skin- I stick with more saturated colors for the shadows and lighter, less 
saturated colors for highlights. Using a soft, round airbrush, I go over the en-
tire character to colorize. I also block in some pink on his lips. I want a dark 
color for the background. So, I make a new layer and set it to Multiply. Using 
a random color of blue, I go over the entire background. The dark background 
makes the character stand out more since there’s so much highlight focused 
on his face.

The basic form and color is now complete- and the detailing begins! I want the 
skin to look much textured, on a new layer; I go over the exposed parts of the 
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face with a spackled brush using a slightly lighter skin color than the mid-tone. Afterwards, I do the same 
with a darker color. I repeat the process until I’m satisfied with the results, which should resemble skin pores.

After the skin is finished, it’s time to tackle the beard. I make a new custom brush for this- just a few random 
lines with Scattering and Opacity set to pen pressure. It’s instant facial hair! I just brush over the bearded 
area with this brush using a dark brown color. 
Then, I go over it again with a slightly lighter 
shade, paying attention to the light source 
and applying in areas where light would fall. 
I imagined the character as middle aged, or 
somewhere close, so I decide to add just a 
hint of gray in his beard. So, just choose a 
gray color and lightly add in some gray hairs 
using the facial hair brush.

Now that his skin and beard are mostly fin-
ished, I move on to the facial features. I start 
with the lips- I don’t know why, but I always 
tend to detail the lips first. :)

I make a new layer, and I go over the lips with 
a small, hard round brush with the brush set-
ting’s Opacity set to pen pressure. I just try to 
create some texture here, color picking lights 
and darks to create the lines in the lips. I gave 
him a scar on his lips too, which I highlighted 
with a bit lighter pink to underline its rigidness.
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by Sara Biddle, USA

For the eyes, I color pick a shadow and a mid-tone color from the already finished skin. I brush over the skin 
around the eye to build the shape that I already defined in the sketch layer. I use shadows in the crease of 
the eyelid and under the eye, and the mid-tone to define the protruding shapes of the eye, and inner edge 
of the bottom lid. Using these two colors, I also enhance the wrinkles 
around and underneath the eye. Now that the area outside of the eyeball 
is prepared, I use a gray mixed with the skin tone to paint in the whites of 
the eyes. (Make sure that the brush strokes are smoothed here!) After-
wards, I use a dark brown to color in the iris of the eye and a black in the 
middle for the pupil. 

I go over the inside of the iris again with a lighter brown, and using a 
small hard round brush, I paint lines in the iris directed from the pupil to 
the outside edge of the iris. For a more natural effect, I do this a couple 

of times with various hues. 
Lastly, I paint in some very 
pale blue highlights on the 
pupil according to the light source direction.

The hair is very easy- just take the same small hard round 
brush from before, and paint the short strokes radiating from 
the back towards the front, near the forehead. It helps to use 
the darkest colors first, and gradually apply the lighter colors 
on top. I usually do several layers of strokes for good volume. 
To finish the hair, I use a blue color around the top outline of 
the head and make small strokes just as before. I continue 
with a few random hairs, which disappear as they near the 
front of the face. 

For the ears, I use the same method as before. A mirror could 
be helpful here, since the form of the ear can seem complex. 
Examine your own ear- notice the shape, the lights and darks, 
and apply your analysis to the painting process.

Now, all that’s left is the neck and chest. I color pick from the 
face and begin further defining the form. After the structure is 
well defined, go over it all with the spackle brush, just as we 
did to create the pore effect for the face.

The character’s face is now complete! Rejoice, and have a 
chocolaty snack. :D

The chest hair! I had a lot of fun with this part :)
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For this, I made another custom brush- It’s just a quick 
stroke of an incomplete circle, and using the Shape Dy-
namics and Scattering brush settings, it creates auto-
matic chest hairs, haha. On a new layer, I use this brush 
across the innermost of his chest. Now, set this layer to 
Lock Transparency. This will allow me to only paint over 
the chest hairs that I already have on this layer. I pick a 
gray from the whites of the eyes, and using a hard round 
brush, I make wild squiggles all over the chest hair, creat-
ing a shine effect. After I’m satisfied, I merge the chest hair 
layer with the rest.

At last, I add in the “Forever” necklace. Make a new layer. 
By using the selection tools, I create the circle shape for 
the metal part of the necklace. I paint it in using a dark 
gray, and I highlight in dull blue and colors picked from the 
skin. I use the text tool to fill in the lettering. To finish off the 
metal, I like to use the Unsharp Mask. Adjust the sliders 
until you find a setting you like, and apply it. Next, I make 
the band, which is just a thick brown shape that continues 
to behind his neck. I add a highlight to the top edge of 
the band to make it appear thick and leather-like. Next, I 
duplicate this layer. Now, choosing the bottom-most of the 
duplicate layers, I set it to Lock Transparency, and fill the 
entire area with a color picked from a shadowed area of 
the character’s skin. 
I press CTRL+T for 
Free Transform, 
and grab the bottom 
edge of the transfor-
mation box, and pull 
downward slightly. 

This should make a shadow of the necklace. I apply the settings, and 
uncheck the Lock Transparency setting on the layer. I go to Filter > 
Liquify. In Liquify, tick the Show Backdrop box and set the opacity 
to somewhere around 50, or until you can see your layer and the 
one behind it well. Push the shadow into the concave areas of the 
neck and chest, where the shadow would be elongated- such as the 
crevice along the top edge clavicle and in between the pectoral mus-
cles. When I’m done, I select OK to go back to my painting. I use the 
Gaussian Blur filter to blur the shadow slightly, and then I merge all of 
my layers together.
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As a final touch, I add in an additional 
light source from the sides on a new lay-
er- the right side being more dominant. 
I select a very (almost white) blue and 
go over the edge of the face, neck, and 
shoulders with the spackle brush. I avoid 
the beard using the spackle brush, but I 
use the facial hair brush there instead. 

Now, I take a step back to look for major 
errors. I flip the canvas several times to 
help freshen my eyes.   If there are er-
rors, I address them with the paint brush 
or the Liquify filter.

That’s it! Thank you so much, and best 
of luck to you and your digital portrait 
painting!

Web:  www.salizabeth.net

Email: sara@salizabeth.net
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Software:

3ds Max

by Tihomir Blajev, Bulgaria

3D

Hello Readers, I’m very happy to create this tutorial and sharing my knowledge with you.
 
First of all I’d like to share that I’d rather concentrate on the presentation, toning and compositing, not so 
much on the modeling, because you could find online a lot of info which will teach you how to do it. Also the 
car model and brand is quite popular, so there are plenty of drawings and images related to it.

For starters first comes the lightning and placing the 3D model in the scene. If you want to insert a 3D model 
into an existing photo, you’d need to find a suitable photo for it. I personally found mine in Google search. 
Once I found it, next is to adjust the 3D model according to the existing photo. For this purpose there are 2 
popular ways in the 3ds Max: camera match or to adjust the picture manually.  I chose the second one, but 
you can choose the first one too: you would need at least 5 points and camera points of the model for proper 
positioning of the camera. After a short adjustment in perspective view and then use the orbit tool I achieved 
the desired position of the 3d object in the scene and proceeded to illuminate the scene. 

 The second important thing is to 
capture the shadows of the 3d 
object since they will give you the 
right feel, volume and correct per-
ception in a 3d scene.

The ground was not rendered as 
part of the scene, it was treated 
as a matte object and only visible 
for reflections. My background im-
age was converted to HDRI and 
adjusted in Photoshop for the re-
flections override. In this case I 
used the plane with marked boxes 
Matte object in VRay properties 
menu object itself; of course the 
object must be properly positioned 
against the car and in the correct 
perspective. 

You need to select an appropri-
ate texture for this plane and set 
the parameters itself VrayMtl. In 
this case I choose the texture of 
Asphalt with a suitable scale; here 
are settings for the VRayMtl.

How to Add 3D 
Model in Real Image
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Here are the settings in Vray Properties 
menu item for matte object:

Final position of the 3d object, in our case Audi:

How to Add 3D Model in Real Image
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How to Add 3D Model in Real Image
Lighting is pretty standard, common and easy in this case, I used VRay sun and two VRayLight, Vray HDRI 
in the environment slot and in render slot, try to make the nice reflection, because sometimes bad reflec-
tions can kill the realism.

Range and the camera are standard but as you can see I reduced the intensity of the sun. Little trick to use 
the correct color of light depends on the background image. Here are the settings for the stage lighting. 
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The third thing is because I wanted a dy-
namic picture adding motion blur on the 
tires and on the wheels and don’t want to 
add the effect during post work in Photo-
shop. You need to read a little about the 
use of this dynamic effect on the Inter-
net to get the correct effect, using VRay 
1.5SP5. You can read about the motion 
blur on www.spot3d.com  where you will 
get the official online HELP manual for 
Vray render Engine and other Chaos-
Group products. I will show my settings 
but keep in mind that they are specific to 
the 3d scene and may vary. 

The image was rendered using Vray, 
and the setup is quite simple. The car 
materials where heavily tuned after the 
many render test to give the desired 
look. Here are some of the settings of 
main materials from the scene.

Chrome

How to Add 3D Model in Real Image
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How to Add 3D Model in Real Image
Car Paint

Tyre

Let’s now turn to the final part of the preparation 
process and render the scene, the whole scene 
was rendered in V-ray and that is the slowest part 
of CG for all of us, on next page you can see the 
render settings.
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How to Add 3D Model in Real Image
A very important and fun part of creating CG 
images is the post work. For this purpose I 
used the Adobe Photoshop and a plug-in to 
it by named Nik software Color Efex Pro 3.0 

In Photoshop I used Levels and Curves and 
finally a very slight chromatic aberration by 
Lens Correction.  I want to make more inter-
esting images and I use some effects filters 
of Color Efex Pro 3.0  - Ink  - Bi color filter  
- Cross balance  - Film effects 

In the end I hope I’ve been a little helpful with modest tutorial and I hope you liked. Thank you for taking the 
time to read it.

Blog: http://raylight75.blogspot.com

Email: tblajev@yahoo.com
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3D

Hi, in this making I’ll explain the most important steps in creating this alien monster bust. This project started 
as an idea for poly-painting practice in ZBrush, but I decide to start with a completely new object. One of 
the important things for me when starting a new project is to have idea or concept. For the monster I have 
few sketches of monsters with massive external bone structures and I took one of them as a starting point. 
The beginning is always to start with a base mesh; personally I prefer to start with the default polysphere 
or using zspheres. Using Move, Standard and Smooth, the rough form is created with low number of polys.

With adding more subdivision levels I continued to detail the head. I use the classic approach in sculpt-
ing with the us-
age of Clay and 
Smooth brushes 
to define the 
form and add-
ing more value 
to the sculpt. Ad-
ditional brushes 
which are used 
are Standard, 
Dam_Standard 
and hPolish. The 
more subdivision 
levels were add-
ed the more form 
of the creature 
was detailed.

Making of 
Monster Head
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At this stage my PC reached its top performance, the tool was at level 7 with 
about 3 million polys and I could not subdivide to next level, which wasn’t 
enough for me to achieve the desired detail of the sculpt and also it won’t 
be enough for the next stage of poly-painting. Here come into help “ReMesh 
All” function which you can find in Subtool palette of the Tool. This function 
is very useful because it redistributes the polygons over the mesh equally. 
In this image you can see the exact options which are used most commonly.

The new tool is created with about 300 000 polys which I could subdivide to 
level 3 with 5 million polys. The next step was to project the details from the 
original tool. The best practice for achieving this is to make this step “Pro-
jectAll” at every subdivision level of the newly created mesh, so that result in 
better accuracy. Thus the new tool is ready for final details before poly-paint-
ing. I proceeded sculpting in the usual manner till I was satisfied by the form 
and the look of the sculpt. My idea was sculpt as more details as I could and 
to be used in the process of poly-painting. For this reason I created a custom 
alpha for skin details and with the help of the standard alphas included in 
ZBrush and I achieved the skin and wrinkles of the monster. 

The bone structures were 
created using a different 
technique which I prefer for 
sculpting Rocks and bones. 
First define the form and then 
with hPolish brush on Z Inten-
sity 100 I make sharper edg-
es and planes which resem-
ble massive bones. Then with 
PlanarCutThin and strokes 

set to Spray I gave the look of layered and old material.

Making of Monster Head
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Making of Monster Head

Next big step in this project was the poly-
painting process of the sculpt. My initial in-
tention was to recreate the look of more hu-
manoid skin, which will be changed later as 
you will see. I used a lot of photos of human 
skin and other living creature’s which reveals 
the subsurface effect of the skin. There is 
great number of tutorials on the web which 
describes in great details about the steps to 
create SSS effect with painting in 2d mode, 
so won’t go into details about this. The main 
methodology I use was standard brush set 
to RGB mode, spray stroke and Alpha 23 
from the alpha library. With these settings I 
play with the opacity of the brush and vari-
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One of the techniques I used for adding more realistic details in the color is “Mask by Cavity” and “Mask 
Ambient Occlusion” in the “Masking” palette. These helped me to add darker colors in the small cracks of 
the bones, and in the skin details. This step adds final touches to the colorizing process.

For giving the polished look of the monster requires postproduction 
in the external app, in this case I used Photoshop CS3. But before 
that I had to create renders with different materials. Below you can 
see 6 renders which I took and the used materials. The light setup is 
made with only one sun light with sharper shadows and ambient set 
to 0.1.

Next step as I mentioned earlier is postproduction in Photoshop which 
mainly means combining different passes from ZBrush. You can find 
different approaches in many tutorials on the web, but I personally 
prefer to have one or two for the main shading and more for the re-

Making of Monster Head
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Making of Monster Head
flection and lighting especially for organic looking renders. Here I also used lots of photos for reference. But 
the mask layer is mandatory in case you want to play with the background. In cases where you have more 
complex shaders and objects, you can use more mask as selection sets for more detailed shading. For the 
bone shapes I made a second mask in Photoshop so I can treat them separately and achieve more realistic 
effects. Below you can see how I combined singular passes and their blending modes. 

At this stage I wasn’t completely satisfied by the view of the monster, and decided to use more of the func-
tions which are available in Photoshop. I added “Color Balance”, “Hue/Saturation” and “Curves”   adjust-
ment layers and combined them to achieve the final result.

Hope I was useful to some extend for you, and don’t forget to learn and develop constantly. If I forgot to 
mention something or you have further questions regarding this process then don’t hesitate to write me. 
Thanks for reading.

Portfolio: http://biser_p.cgarena.com

Email: biser_p@abv.bg
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Software:

Photoshop

by Ankit Thapliyal, India

2D
Hello Everyone!  In this tutorial, I will guide you through the whole process, from the initial sketch design to 
the final presentable painting all using Adobe Photoshop CS5 (this process can be applied to all the ver-
sions of Photoshop). The techniques I will use to create this illustration will be fairly simple and I hope it will 
definitely help you to understand the throughout process. I would like to thank Joel Sartore for the beautiful 
photography of the subject.

Starting off with the initial sketch design, I prepared my brush palette by selecting a simple “Hard Round 
brush” tool that comes default with the Photoshop versions.  For Brush Settings, I switch “On” the “Shape 
Dynamics” settings. On the right hand side, I switch the “Control” bar from “Off” to “Pen Pressure”. Then I 
switch “On” “Transfer” Settings and on the right side, switch the “Control” bar again from “Off” to “Pen Pres-
sure”. Here you will realize you are actually smoothening out the corners of the brush hence will help you in 
getting the real brush feel.  Now, the harder you press the darker strokes you get and vice versa. I kept my 
Brush opacity settings set to 100 percent and flow settings to 100 percent and started off with simple block 
out with basic shapes just to ensure the shape got right there.

After the basic block out, I started off with the 
shading part, I used crosshatching techniques 
and some random strokes wherever I felt neces-
sary keeping in mind the light direction I needed 
for the final painting.
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Moving onto coloring part, I laid my final sketch and created a new layer for 
background and place it below the sketch. Now, I fill the background layer 
with green color, values I used “R - 47 , G - 65 , B - 55”. I set the sketch layer 
from “Normal” to “Overlay” and set the Opacity to 50 percent. 

Then I created a new layer, this 
time over the sketch layer. Now 
I slightly changed my brush set-
tings. I switch “Off” the Shape 
Dynamics settings (Transfer 
Settings Remains “On”) and 
lower down the Opacity from 
100 percent to 80 percent (Flow 
remains unchanged).

Then I increase my brush size to about 70 - 80 pixels and started blocking out with fairly Black color. I started 
blocking out the fur as an individual group and used same Fur shading techniques as I did for the sketch. 
After that I created a new layer and started giving highlights with blue color. The values I used “R - 137, G 
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- 155, B - 179”. While getting through this process I always flips my illustration horizontally (sometimes verti-
cally) to make sure the proportion gets right and the light/shadows affect just the desired area.

After the basic block out is done, I merged the two layers. Then I made a new layer and there created a 
Warm Color Tone gradient for skin. Using that skin color gradient I ended up with Nose, Mouth areas and 
areas around the eyes.  

Now I got my main color tones applied on the illustration, I 
started refining them to make an overall look of the illustration 
smoother. Now, for eyes I simply fill the black color as base. I 
created a highlight of a pattern with white color and a reflec-
tion with a dark grey color just to give an appealing look.
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Still the fur needs to be worked out. So I 
reduce my brush size to almost 4,5 pix-
els (as per resolution of my painting) and 
started giving individual hair of blue and 
black color (just to ensure the hair should 
not make the illustration monotonous).

Finally, I adjusted Exposure and Gamma 
Correction (Image < Adjustments < Exposure) for an overall brighter and contrasting look of the illustra-
tion. Then I created a Duplicate layer of the Illustration, desaturated (Image < Adjustments < Desaturate) 
it. I move to Filter < Other < High Pass. I set the amount to 2. Finally I switched the Desaturated layer from 
“Normal” to “Overlay”.

Hope you enjoyed this explanation, if you have any query or doubt then don’t hesitate to email me. Thanks.

Portfolio: http://ankitthapliyal.cgarena.com

Blog: http://photoshop-work.blogspot.com

Email: ankitthapliyal@yahoo.co.in
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